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Dependencies: 
• Basics of interpretation 
• Denotational semantics
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A program with an optimization opportunity 

The variable y must be positive at this point. 
Thus, the condition must be false. 

No need to test the condition. 
No need to keep the code in the then branch.
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Abstract operations (on signs)
12.5 Abstract Interpretation 47

⇤ Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg Pos Zero Neg ?
Zero Zero Zero Zero Zero
Pos Neg Zero Pos ?
? ? Zero ? ?

+ Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg Neg Neg ? ?
Zero Neg Zero Pos ?
Pos ? Pos Pos ?
? ? ? ? ?

< Neg Zero Pos ?
Neg ? True True ?
Zero False False True ?
Pos False False ? ?
? ? ? ? ?

In these tables, we use “?” to denote that the sign or truth value of an operand
or result has not been assigned. For the program in Illustration 12.24, we can assign
sign Pos to y because, for all possible signs of x, the result of x*x has sign Pos or
Zero and thus the addition of 42 implies sign Pos for x*x+42. Hence, the condition
must evaluate to False and the code in the then-branch is dead.

Abstract interpretation has found many application areas; see, for example, [13]
for an application to refactoring and [12] for an application to grammar analysis
and parsing. This section relies completely on representing abstract interpretation
in Haskell, as opposed to using any semiformal notation for semantics or analysis.
The development will be cursory and pragmatic overall. A thorough development
can be found elsewhere [58, 57]. Also, Cousot & Cousot’s line of seminal work on
the subject may be consulted; see [11] for their first paper on the subject.

12.5.2 Semantic Algebras

An abstract interpreter can be seen as a variation on a regular interpreter where
semantic domains and combinators are defined differently. In order to be able to ex-
plore such a variation in an effective manner, we revise a denotational interpreter so
that it is parameterized in the semantic domains and combinators. This is done here
for an imperative programming language (BIPL) and its direct-style denotational
semantics.

That is, we aim at factoring out the algebra (an abstract data type) of meanings;
we use the term “semantic algebra”. We begin by identifying the corresponding
signature as shown below.

Illustration 12.25 (Signature of semantic algebras)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Algebra.Signature

�� Aliases to shorten function signatures
type Trafo sto = sto ! sto �� Store transformation
type Obs sto val = sto ! val �� Store observation
�� The signature of algebras for interpretation
data Alg sto val = Alg {

skip' :: Trafo sto,
assign' :: String ! Obs sto val ! Trafo sto,
seq' :: Trafo sto ! Trafo sto ! Trafo sto,
if’ :: Obs sto val ! Trafo sto ! Trafo sto ! Trafo sto,
while' :: Obs sto val ! Trafo sto ! Trafo sto,
intconst' :: Int ! Obs sto val,

Key idea: go from concrete to abstract interpretation 
such that properties (abstract values such as signs)  

are computed -- as opposed concrete values.
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Factoring out concrete interpretation

...

...

Such functions 
should be grouped 

as an "algebra".

This "compositional 
schema" should be 
parametrized in an 

algebra.
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The type of semantic algebras
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plore such a variation in an effective manner, we revise a denotational interpreter so
that it is parameterized in the semantic domains and combinators. This is done here
for an imperative programming language (BIPL) and its direct-style denotational
semantics.

That is, we aim at factoring out the algebra (an abstract data type) of meanings;
we use the term “semantic algebra”. We begin by identifying the corresponding
signature as shown below.

Illustration 12.25 (Signature of semantic algebras)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Algebra.Signature

�� Aliases to shorten function signatures
type Trafo sto = sto ! sto �� Store transformation
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�� The signature of algebras for interpretation
data Alg sto val = Alg {

skip' :: Trafo sto,
assign' :: String ! Obs sto val ! Trafo sto,
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if’ :: Obs sto val ! Trafo sto ! Trafo sto ! Trafo sto,
while' :: Obs sto val ! Trafo sto ! Trafo sto,
intconst' :: Int ! Obs sto val,
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var' :: String ! Obs sto val,
unary' :: UOp ! Obs sto val ! Obs sto val,
binary' :: BOp ! Obs sto val ! Obs sto val ! Obs sto val

}

That is, the signature is defined as a record type Alg. The record type carries one
member for each language construct. There are type parameters sto and val for stores
and values. These type parameters enable different type definitions for concrete and
abstract interpreters and, in fact, for different abstract interpreters implementing dif-
ferent program analyses.

Given an actual algebra of the signature, an interpreter (an analysis) can be de-
fined by simply recursing into program phrases and combining the intermediate
meanings according to the operations of the algebra, as shown below.

Illustration 12.26 (The compositional scheme)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Algebra.Scheme

interpret :: Alg sto val ! Stmt ! sto ! sto
interpret a = execute

where
�� Compositional interpretation of statements
execute Skip = skip' a
execute (Assign x e) = assign' a x (evaluate e)
execute (Seq s1 s2) = seq' a (execute s1) (execute s2)
execute (If e s1 s2) = if’ a (evaluate e) (execute s1) (execute s2)
execute (While e s) = while' a (evaluate e) (execute s)
�� Compositional interpretation of expressions
evaluate (IntConst i) = intconst' a i
evaluate (Var n) = var' a n
evaluate (Unary o e) = unary' a o (evaluate e)
evaluate (Binary o e1 e2) = binary' a o (evaluate e1) (evaluate e2)

The interpreter is equivalent to the earlier direct-style denotational interpreter
(Illustration ??), except that the semantic combinators are not functions in scope,
but instead are looked up as record components from the argument algebra a. Thus,
interpretation is completely parametric at this stage.

12.5.3 Concrete Domains

The “standard semantics” can now be simply represented as a specific algebra – a
record; we also speak of “concrete domains”. The record components, as shown be-
low, directly correspond to the top-level functions modeling semantic combinators,
as defined in the underlying denotational interpreter.
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The compositional scheme

48 12 A Suite of Metaprogramming Techniques
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An algebra for the standard interpreter

12.5 Abstract Interpretation 49

Illustration 12.27 (An algebra for interpretation)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Algebra.StandardInterpreter

1 type Value = Either Int Bool
2 type Store = Map String Value
3 algebra :: Alg Store Value
4 algebra = a where a = Alg {
5 skip' = id,
6 assign' = l n f m ! insert n (f m) m,
7 seq' = flip (.),
8 if’ = l f g h m ! let (Right b) = f m in if b then g m else h m,
9 while' = l f g ! fix (l x ! if’ a f (seq' a g x) (skip' a)),

10 intconst' = l i ! const (Left i),
11 var' = l n m ! m!n,
12 unary' = l o f m !
13 case (o, f m) of
14 (Negate, Left i) ! Left (negate i)
15 (Not, Right b) ! Right (not b),
16 binary' = l o f g m ! ...
17 }

Thus, the algebra commits to the sum of Int and Bool for values (line 1), and to
maps from strings to values for stores (line 2), and it designates the usual operations
for combining meanings. For instance, if-statements are eventually handled by a
dispatch on a condition’s two possible values, True and False (line 8).

12.5.4 Abstract Domains

An abstract interpretation devises abstract domains to analyze programs statically,
as opposed to a description of the precise semantics in terms of its so-called con-
crete domains. For instance, an abstract interpretation for type checking would use
abstract domains as follows:

data Type = IntType | BoolType �� Instead of values
type VarTypes = Map String Type �� Instead of stores

That is, abstract interpretation should compute variable-to-type maps as opposed
to proper stores, i.e., variable-to-value maps. The idea is then that the semantic com-
binators on abstract domains are defined similarly to those for the concrete domains.
In algebraic terms, we use (chain-) complete partial orders (CCPO or CPO). An ab-
stract interpretation for sign detection would use abstract domains as follows:

data Sign = Zero | Pos | Neg | BottomSign | TopSign
data CpoBool = ProperBool Bool | BottomBool | TopBool
type Property = Either Sign CpoBool
type VarProperties = Map String Property
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Abstract domains for sign detection
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Signs as numbers

50 12 A Suite of Metaprogramming Techniques

The key type is Sign, with constructors Zero, Pos, Neg for different signs of num-
bers. The type abstracts from the Int type used in the standard interpreter. The type
Sign features additional constructors BottomSign and TopSign as least and greatest
elements, which are needed for technical reasons. BottomSign (?) proxies for the
analysis not having identified the sign yet. TopSign (>) proxies for the analysis hav-
ing failed to identify the sign. The type CpoBool adds least and greatest elements to
Haskell’s Bool. The type Property is a sum over Sign and CpoBool, and it thus ab-
stracts from Value as a sum over Int and Bool in the standard interpreter. The type
VarProperties abstracts from Store in the concrete interpreter, i.e., it maps variables
to abstract values (“properties”) rather than concrete values.

Let us take a closer look at the abstract domain for signs. We provide an imple-
mentation as follows.

Illustration 12.28 (Signs of numbers)

Haskell module Data.CPO.Sign

1 data Sign = Zero | Pos | Neg | BottomSign | TopSign
2

3 instance Num Sign
4 where
5 fromInteger n
6 | n > 0 = Pos
7 | n < 0 = Neg
8 | otherwise = Zero
9

10 TopSign + _ = TopSign
11 _ + TopSign = TopSign
12 BottomSign + _ = BottomSign
13 _ + BottomSign = BottomSign
14 Zero + Zero = Zero
15 Zero + Pos = Pos
16 ...
17

18 instance CPO Sign where
19 pord x y | x == y = True
20 pord BottomSign _ = True
21 pord _ TopSign = True
22 pord _ _ = False
23 lub x y | x == y = x
24 lub BottomSign x = x
25 lub x BottomSign = x
26 lub _ _ = TopSign
27

28 instance Bottom Sign where
29 bottom = BottomSign
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Signs as CPOs
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Precision of abstract domains
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With less precision With more precision

© 2012, 101companies

Signs as abstract numbers

Neg

⊥
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⊥
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PosZero

Non-Pos Non-Neg

Fig. 12.5 Two options for an abstract domain of signs.

The excerpts given here illustrate the following aspects of signs:

• Signs are “abstract” numbers; Haskell’s library type class Num is instantiated for
type Sign (lines 3–16), paralleling the standard instance for type Int. The type-
class member fromInteger (lines 5–8) is the explicit manifestation of abstraction:
integers are mapped to signs. Further, we hint at the addition operation on signs
(lines 10–15). Several other operations on signs have been omitted for brevity.

• Signs form a partial order, and there are least and greatest elements; see the in-
stances of dedicated type classes CPO and Bottom (lines 18–29). In Fig. 12.5, we
show two options for a partial order on signs with different degrees of precision;
the algebraic data type shown earlier corresponds to the less precise option on
the left. We use Hasse diagrams for illustration. The idea is that the least element
? is the initial element for any sort of approximative, fixed point-based analysis
(see below for details), whereas the greatest element > is the indicator of failure
of analysis. We show two options for the abstract domain of signs in the figure
because we want to indicate that one can make a trade-off in abstract interpreta-
tion or program analysis more generally, in terms of precision of results versus
time and space complexity required.

For an abstract interpretation to be sound with regard to a given standard seman-
tics and to enable effective computation of uniquely defined fixed points, various
properties have to be satisfied by the abstract domains [57, 73], which we mention
here only in passing. In general, abstract domains need to define chain-complete
partial orders (ccpos). Further, there also needs to be a mapping from concrete to
abstract domains (see fromInteger above) such that partial orders are preserved and
homomorphisms are defined, i.e., mapping concrete values to abstract values and
then combining abstract values with the abstract semantic combinators equals com-
bining concrete values and mapping the result.

Exercise 12.15 (More discriminative signs) [Basic level]
Implement the more precise option shown in Fig. 12.5.
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An algebra for sign detection

12.5 Abstract Interpretation 55

We want sign detection to infer that the variable y is positive after execution
of the program. As we will see, the minor idiomatic differences between the two
variants will cause a challenge for the program analysis. That is, an initial, more
straightforward version of the analysis will fail to predict the sign of y in the second
variant. A refined, more complex version will succeed, though.

Here is how we expect the program analysis for sign detection to work:

Interactive Haskell session:

I interpret analysis facv1 (fromList [("x", Left Pos)])
fromList [("i", Left Pos), ("x", Left Pos), ("y", Left Pos)]

That is, applying the analysis to the first variant of the factorial code (facv1) and
setting up x with sign Pos as a precondition, we find that y has sign Pos after program
execution; the signs for the other program variables also make sense.

We define an algebra for sign detection as follows.

Illustration 12.33 (An algebra for sign detection)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Analysis.BasicAnalysis

1 type Property = Either Sign CpoBool
2 type VarProperties = Map String Property
3 algebra :: Alg VarProperties Property
4 algebra = a where a = Alg {
5 skip' = id,
6 assign' = l n f m ! insert n (f m) m,
7 seq' = flip (.),
8 if’ = l f g h m !
9 let Right b = f m in

10 case b of
11 (ProperBool True) ! g m
12 (ProperBool False) ! h m
13 BottomBool ! bottom
14 TopBool ! g m `lub` h m,
15 while' = l f g ! fix' (l x ! if’ a f (x . g) id) (const bottom),
16 intconst' = l i ! const (Left (fromInteger (toInteger i))),
17 var' = l n m ! m!n,
18 unary' = l o f m !
19 case (o, f m) of
20 (Negate, Left s) ! Left (negate s)
21 (Not, Right b) ! Right (cpoNot b),
22 binary' = l o f g m ! ...
23 }

We discuss the semantic combinators one by one as follows:

skip0, assign0, seq0 These cases (lines 5–7) are handled in the same manner as
in the standard semantics. That is, it does not matter if we operate on concrete or
abstract stores when it comes to the empty statement, assignment, and sequential
composition.

Just like in the  
standard interpreter

Pick then vs. else, 
if possible

"Trivial"

WTF!?
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Fixed point computations
Fixed points in denotational interpreter 

Fixed points in abstract interpreter

12.5 Abstract Interpretation 57

Illustration 12.35 (Fixed-point computation with iterands)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Analysis.Fix

fix' :: Eq a => ((a ! a) ! a ! a) ! (a ! a) ! a ! a
fix' h i x = limit (iterate h i)

where limit (b1:b2:bs) = if b1 x == b2 x then b1 x else limit (b2:bs)

This combinator is polymorphic, but let us explain it in terms of the abstract do-
mains at hand. The type variable a proxies for abstract stores (i.e., type VarProperties).
Thus, the combinator, in this instance, returns an abstract store transformer. It is pa-
rameterized in the “transformer transformer” h, from which we can take a fixed
point, an initial transformer i to start off the iteration, and an abstract store x. With
iterate, the combinator builds an infinite list by applying h to i 0, 1, 2, ... number of
times. With the local helper limit, the combinator finds the position in the list such
that the applications of two consecutive elements b1 and b2 to x are the same; b1 is
thus the fixed point, i.e., the store transformer for the while-loop.

We are now ready to apply the program analysis:

Interactive Haskell session:

I interpret BasicAnalysis.algebra facv1 (fromList [("x", Left Pos)])
fromList [("i", Left Pos), ("x", Left Pos), ("y", Left Pos)]
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I interpret BasicAnalysis.analysis facv2 (fromList [("x", Left Pos)])
fromList [("x", Left TopSign), ("y", Left TopSign)]

Our analysis finds the expected sign for the first variant (Illustration 12.31); it
fails for the second variant (Illustration 12.32), as it reports TopSign for y. Generally,
program analysis (whether based on abstract interpretation or not) may be chal-
lenged by such precision issues. In this particular case, the origin of the problem lies
in the handling of if-statements. The abstract store transformer for an if-statement
will assign TopSign all too easily to variables whenever the condition evaluates to
TopBool which may happen easily. Consider the second variant again; variable x is
decremented in the loop body and, by the rules for signs, the sign of x is going to be
TopSign. Thus, the truth value of the loop’s condition is going to be TopBool.

Let us hint at a possible improvement. Given the abstract input store m for the if-
statement, we do not simply compute the abstract output stores for the two branches
from the given map m and combine them, but instead determine a smaller abstract
store to serve as the input for each branch. For the then-branch, we determine the
largest store such that the condition evaluates to True, and likewise for the else-
branch. We revise the algebra accordingly as follows.
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We define an algebra for sign detection as follows.

Illustration 12.33 (An algebra for sign detection)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Analysis.BasicAnalysis

1 type Property = Either Sign CpoBool
2 type VarProperties = Map String Property
3 algebra :: Alg VarProperties Property
4 algebra = a where a = Alg {
5 skip' = id,
6 assign' = l n f m ! insert n (f m) m,
7 seq' = flip (.),
8 if’ = l f g h m !
9 let Right b = f m in

10 case b of
11 (ProperBool True) ! g m
12 (ProperBool False) ! h m
13 BottomBool ! bottom
14 TopBool ! g m `lub` h m,
15 while' = l f g ! fix' (l x ! if’ a f (x . g) id) (const bottom),
16 intconst' = l i ! const (Left (fromInteger (toInteger i))),
17 var' = l n m ! m!n,
18 unary' = l o f m !
19 case (o, f m) of
20 (Negate, Left s) ! Left (negate s)
21 (Not, Right b) ! Right (cpoNot b),
22 binary' = l o f g m ! ...
23 }

We discuss the semantic combinators one by one as follows:

skip0, assign0, seq0 These cases (lines 5–7) are handled in the same manner as
in the standard semantics. That is, it does not matter if we operate on concrete or
abstract stores when it comes to the empty statement, assignment, and sequential
composition.

The algebra member

N.B.: The iterate function builds an infinite list: 
iterate :: (a -> a) -> a -> [a]
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sound option for if-statements (line 16), and either of them (in fact, m1) is finally
returned (line 17).

Exercise 12.16 (Fixed-point semantics of while-loops) [Basic level]
Why does the semantic combinator while' for type checking not involve a fixed-point
computation, whereas it does in the case of standard semantics?

Exercise 12.17 (Algebras with monadic binding) [Intermediate level]
Would it make sense to factor out monadic binding, as exercised extensively in the
algebra above, into the compositional scheme?

12.5.5.2 A Sign-Detection Interpreter

Let us set up a test case for sign detection first. We pick a program that involves
a while-loop so that we are bound to also discuss the intricacies of fixed-point se-
mantics. In fact, we offer two variations on a program computing the factorial of an
argument x in the hope that sign detection works equally well for these variations;
see below.

Illustration 12.31 (A program for the factorial (V1))

BIPL resource languages/BIPL/samples/factorialV1.bipl

// Assume x to be positive
y = 1;
i = 1;
while (i <= x) {

y = y * i;
i = i + 1;

}

Illustration 12.32 (A program for the factorial (V2))

BIPL resource languages/BIPL/samples/factorialV2.bipl

// Assume x to be positive
y = 1;
while (x >= 2) {

y = y * x;
x = x � 1;

}
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V1 V2

In both cases, sign analysis should determine that 
y is positive at the end of the program (past the while loop).
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Illustration 12.36 (A refined algebra for sign detection)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Analysis.RefinedAnalysis

1 algebra :: Alg VarProperties Property
2 algebra = a where a = Alg {
3 ...
4 if’ = l f g h m!
5 let Right b = f m in
6 case b of
7 (ProperBool True)! g m
8 (ProperBool False)! h m
9 BottomBool! bottoms m

10 TopBool! g (feasible True f m) `lub` h (feasible False f m)
11 where feasible b f m = lublist (bottoms m) [ m' |
12 m' maps (keys m),
13 m' `pord` m,
14 Right (ProperBool b) `pord` f m' ],
15 ...
16 }

The refinement concerns the TopBool case for if’ (lines 10–14). That is, g and h
are not directly applied to m, as before. Instead, a variable-property map is computed
for each branch by the function feasible. This function generates all maps m' such
that they assign properties to the same variables as in m (line 12), they are less
defined than or equally defined as m (line 13), and they permit the evaluation of the
condition f for the given Boolean value b (line 14).

We apply the refined program analysis as follows:

Interactive Haskell session:

I interpret RefinedAnalysis.algebra facv1 (fromList [("x", Left Pos)])
fromList [("i", Left Pos), ("x", Left Pos), ("y", Left Pos)]
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I interpret RefinedAnalysis.algebra facv2 (insert "x" (Left Pos) empty)
fromList [("x", Left TopSign), ("y", Left Pos)]

Thus, we infer sign Pos for y for both variants of the program now. Nevertheless,
there is room for improvement, as illustrated by the following exercises.

Exercise 12.18 (More precise domains) [Intermediate level]
As the analysis stands, when applied to the second variant of the factorial program,
it maps x to Top. Refine the analysis so that it can make a more precise prediction.
This exercise may require an adaptation of the abstract domains for signs.
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Illustration 12.35 (Fixed-point computation with iterands)

Haskell module Language.BIPL.Analysis.Fix

fix' :: Eq a => ((a ! a) ! a ! a) ! (a ! a) ! a ! a
fix' h i x = limit (iterate h i)

where limit (b1:b2:bs) = if b1 x == b2 x then b1 x else limit (b2:bs)

This combinator is polymorphic, but let us explain it in terms of the abstract do-
mains at hand. The type variable a proxies for abstract stores (i.e., type VarProperties).
Thus, the combinator, in this instance, returns an abstract store transformer. It is pa-
rameterized in the “transformer transformer” h, from which we can take a fixed
point, an initial transformer i to start off the iteration, and an abstract store x. With
iterate, the combinator builds an infinite list by applying h to i 0, 1, 2, ... number of
times. With the local helper limit, the combinator finds the position in the list such
that the applications of two consecutive elements b1 and b2 to x are the same; b1 is
thus the fixed point, i.e., the store transformer for the while-loop.

We are now ready to apply the program analysis:

Interactive Haskell session:

I interpret BasicAnalysis.algebra facv1 (fromList [("x", Left Pos)])
fromList [("i", Left Pos), ("x", Left Pos), ("y", Left Pos)]
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I interpret BasicAnalysis.analysis facv2 (fromList [("x", Left Pos)])
fromList [("x", Left TopSign), ("y", Left TopSign)]

Our analysis finds the expected sign for the first variant (Illustration 12.31); it
fails for the second variant (Illustration 12.32), as it reports TopSign for y. Generally,
program analysis (whether based on abstract interpretation or not) may be chal-
lenged by such precision issues. In this particular case, the origin of the problem lies
in the handling of if-statements. The abstract store transformer for an if-statement
will assign TopSign all too easily to variables whenever the condition evaluates to
TopBool which may happen easily. Consider the second variant again; variable x is
decremented in the loop body and, by the rules for signs, the sign of x is going to be
TopSign. Thus, the truth value of the loop’s condition is going to be TopBool.

Let us hint at a possible improvement. Given the abstract input store m for the if-
statement, we do not simply compute the abstract output stores for the two branches
from the given map m and combine them, but instead determine a smaller abstract
store to serve as the input for each branch. For the then-branch, we determine the
largest store such that the condition evaluates to True, and likewise for the else-
branch. We revise the algebra accordingly as follows.

A basic, less useful analysis

A refined, more useful analysis

The refined analysis leverages a more nuanced approach towards 
combining then and else branches in ifs (not discussed here in detail).
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Online resources

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 
YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 

http://www.softlang.org/yas 
See Haskell-based concrete and abstract interpreters of BIPL.

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The book covers various metaprogramming techniques.


